Blackboard Learning Management System
The Next Generation Digital Learning Environment for State and Local Government
Create a central repository for all employee training information, including compliance tracking for
mandated training; professional development opportunities for employees; and departmental training
workflows.
Taborda and Blackboard’s LMS service offering provides State and local governments a solution that
provides more than a standard learning management system. This VHSS offering will provide the
government and the public with the benefits of a connected learning and training experience, data-driven
insights, and flexible solutions resulting in an improved employee training experience, long-term cost
savings, increased convenience, and a reduction in overall training costs.

FEATURES
Compliance & Certification
Compliance and certification training is an essential
part of learning. This LMS solution can help you
move beyond check-box compliance training to true
compliance learning.
Employee Experience
Helping employees grow is the best way to retain and
reward them. The engaging, intuitive learning platforms
allow you to provide your staff the opportunity to learn
virtually anywhere, anytime and on any device.
Leadership Development
Successful departments invest in leader development—
and they are rewarded with increased adaptability, more effective customer engagement, and higher
levels of innovation. This digital learning environment will help departments retain and grow their top
talent through more efficient training and collaboration.
Departmental Training
We understand the diverse ways your staff learns—from onboarding new hires to empowering more
seasoned employees with leadership competencies. Taborda and Blackboard’s LMS solution will help
government clients provide today’s diverse employees and learners with flexible professional development,
training, and online learning that they need to be successful.
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Our products below include services to help ensure your success. Our consultants will meet with your
team to gain a deep understanding of department goals, so we can provide you with a comprehensive
implementation plan for the successful launch of your training programs in the Blackboard environment.
This process of planning and implementation is critical to ensuring that distance learning programs on
the Blackboard platform are effectively designed, well maintained, and that they meet the requirements
of all key stakeholders.
Registration and Management (Genius)
The registration and management offering provides fully
integrated learner registration, self-regulated tracking,
ecommerce, and enterprise reporting systems and tools.
Administrators and trainers can easily see learners’ progress
towards certifications and view a learners’ full course history,
including courses taken outside of the organization.
Learning Professional SAAS Advantage (Learn)
The simple, yet powerful learning platform allows your team
to easily build a training program that can be delivered and
consumed by any learner at their convenience. Create a
simple, learner-centric training environment that lowers travel
costs, improves employee or partner certifications, increases
engagement, and can effectively measure training programs
and their impact on business and mission objectives.
Collaborate Web Conferencing (Virtual Training Room)
Collaborate provides a virtual classroom to conduct
virtual training, webinars, meetings, and more. Blackboard
Collaborate is the only collaboration solution designed
specifically for learning, that can support a wide spectrum
of collaboration, enabling organizations, employees, and
training professionals to communicate, interact, and truly
engage with each other.
Blackboard Ally for Learn (Accessibility Component)
Ally is a revolutionary product that focuses on making digital course content more accessible. Using
inclusivity, sustainability and automation as its key pillars, Blackboard Ally helps you understand and
tackle accessibility in a way that benefits all employees and learners.
Training (Workflow)
TRAIN is a workflow automation system that helps organizations manage, approve and track employee
training from the initial request to payment, including the generation of state approved training request
forms. Automated routing, one click approval, and auto-generated reminders have simplified the process
for managers and employees alike, plus the built-in audit trail and dashboard gives management the
visibility to track requests at each stage in the process. TRAIN can be used as a stand-alone solution or
integrated with the more comprehensive Blackboard offerings.
The Taborda and Blackboard solution quickly and easily integrates with other business systems and has
more than 850 Building Blocks (APIs) in production for extending learning capabilities.
To learn more, please contact Bear Williams at Bear.Williams@tabordasolutions.com
or Thomas Herrmann at Thomas.Herrmann@blackboard.com
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